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UNIVERSAL SOURCE CODING OF FINITE ALPHABET SOURCES*
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Summary. The application of Shannon’s rate distortion theory to real data compression
practice has been limited by a lack of effective distortion measures for most real users and
incomplete statistical knowledge of real sources. Universal source coding techniques
attempt to overcome the latter limitation by developing codes that are effective (in the
sense of approaching the theoretical rate distortion limit) for a large class of sources. Here
we examine one such technique for sources with finite alphabets where source sequences
are divided into composition classes and a universal code is formed from codes designed
for each composition class.

Introduction. Suppose we have a discrete-time source that outputs symbols from a finite
alphabet                                           **. As shown in Figure 1 we want to send source
output letters to some user but because of limited capacity in the communication link we
can only use R bits per source symbol. Even if we assume the channel is noiseless for
some values of R the user cannot reconstruct the source outputs exactly from the channel
output sequence. Now let d(u,v) be a distortion measure between output symbol u and user
symbol v. For a given channel rate R if we must have distortions we would like to
minimize the average distortion.

Figure 1 - The Source Coding System

If the source is a stationary ergodic source and its statistical characterization is known
Shannon’s rate distortion theory shows that the best one can do is given by the rate
distortion function, R(D) where to achieve average distortion D a minimum rate of R(D) is
required. If there is incomplete knowledge of the statistical characterization of the source,
then we can often model the source as a collection of known stationary ergodic subsources
and assume that one of these subsources is randomly selected to be the actual source. One
universal coding technique is to approximate the collection of subsources by some finite



set of subsources and then construct a universal code by taking the union of the codes
designed for each of the stationary ergodic subsources. Under fairly general conditions this
technique can be shown to asymptotically approach (as block length increases) the
optimum performance achievable when the actual subsource is known exactly [1-9].

Here we examine another universal coding technique that is restricted to sources with
finite alphabets. This technique which is discussed in Berger [10] and expanded upon here,
decomposes source output sequences into composition classes and then constructs a
universal code by taking the union of codes designed for each composition class. There are
no assumptions about the source statistics. In order to facilitate our presentation we take
the simplest example of a binary source with error distortion. Generalizations to abitrary
finite alphabet sources and any single letter distortion measure is straightforward.

Binary Alphabet Source. Suppose we have a source alphabet IJll = {0,1}, 
a user alphabet "I/= {0,1}, and error distortion measure d(k,j) = 1 - Okj 
for k,j = 0,1, For any source output sequence of length N ~ EdliN define 
weight 

w(~ = number of l's in~ 

composition classes, 

"' {u -
probabilities 

Q(R,) (u) = 

R, 
N 

u = 1 

and corresponding rate distortion functions 

for 

where 

( ! R, 0 SD S min N, 1 - N) 

R, = 0,1,2,, •• ,N , 

.Yt'(x) = -x logx - (1-x)log (1-x) , 

(1) 
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(3) 

(4) 

Using Sterling's approximation (see Fano (11]) we have for the number 
of sequences in ~N(R,), denoted I ~N(R,) I, 

N N.Yt'( ! ) 
=(R,)S2 (5) 



when 

N e!:: ----'l~---
211"( ! )(1 - ! ) 

(6) 

N N 

This means that for large enough block length N, we can always find a code 

of rate R > ;K( ; ) ( M = 2NR > ~N(! I) which can uniquely represent each 

sequence in 'iCN(R,) and thus achieve zero distortion, We shall encode some 
composition classes with zero distortion and others with some nonzero 
distortion, 

Let us now pick a O < o < 1, fixed rate o < R < 1, and choose O < £ 
to satisfy 

• 

Observe that we can make£ and o as small as we please and still satisfy 
(7). Let Q* satisfy Q*(l) :S 1/2 and 

N H 

R • R(E ;g_*) + o 

(7) 

-.rcq*<1>> - .r<E> + o . cs> 
. • * 1 Also let R, be the largest integer such that R, /N S Q*(l) :S "Z • Then for 

any fixed composition class 'it'N(R,) where t/N S R.*/N or 1 - R./N :S t*/N we 
have 

.re ! > .. .rc1 - ; > s .re !*> s .rcq*<1» (9) 

and 

(10) 

when 

1 
t* a.• 

21T( - ) (1 - - ) N N 
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* I - * Thus for N e!:: N and any composition class 'it N(R,) where .r( N ) :S .n-(Q (1)) 
we can find a block code of rate Rand block length N such that 

R • .r(Q*(l)) - .r(E) + cS 

> ""(Q*(l)) 

e!::..ir'( : ) (12} 



and 

Such a code can encode sequences from 'i'N(i) with zero distortion. 
For any other fixed composition class ~N(i) where 

1* 1* 1* 
l-N<N<N 

define Di~ E that satisfies 

R = R(D
1

; Q(i)) + o 
i 

=:If( N ) - :Jf(Di) + o 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

i * ,.,,i Such a Di can be found in the range E S D.2, S N since .1f(Q (O)) S .,., ( N' ) • 
We next show that we can find a code of rate Rand large enough finite 
block length N such that all sequences in ~N(i) can be encoded with dis
tortion Di or less. First we establish a lemma by considering an ensemble 

of block codes fJJ = (ii, :1,2, ••• ,~} of block length N and rate R = (logM) /N 
with probability, 

where 

P(i)(v) = Q(.i)(O) P(.i)(v!O) + Q(.i)(l) P(.i)(vll) 

= [1 - ;] P(.i)(v!O) +; P(.i)(vll) 

(16) 

(17) 

and P(i)(vju) is the conditio~al probability yielding the rate distortion 
function R(Di;Q(.i)) = I (!~i ), 

Lemma, Given E > O, o > 0 and rate o < R < 1 satisfying (7) and (8), 
For a fixed composition class ~N(.i) satisfying (14), Dt satisfying (15), 
and any .l! E 'ifN(i), over the above ensemble of block codes we have 

Pr{d(ulal) > n, I .. E "'•<•> l < exp I- (1 - ,;2 ) ," [ o+e log i] I (18) 



Proof. 

= Pr{~(~,~) > Di ; m = 1,2, ••• ,Ml,1o E 'i&'N(i)} 

= [Pr{~(,lo,,V > Dill;. E 'i&'N(i) }]M 

S e 
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(19) 

Here the key property we employ is that Pr{dN(Jo,~ S DilJ:.E'i&'N(i)} is 
independent of ~ E 'i&'N(i) since only the composition determines the proba
bility distribution of dN(.~.~ which is a normalized sum of independent 
(through not identically distributed) random variables. Fortunately the 
generalized Chernoff bounds suffice for our purpose and we have 

• (20) 

It is easy to 
E: 

E: see that for small E: we have .,-e(E) ~ - E log 2 so that 

o > - E log 2 > O. 
. E: 

Hence the exponent [o + E log 2 ] > 0 in (18). From 
this lemma follows our desired result, 

Theorem. There exists an integer N** such that for the same con
ditions given in the above Lemma, there exists a code 9ll1 of any block 
length N ~ N** and rate R such that 

(21) 

Proof: Suppose we have a source that outputs only sequences from 
'f?N(i) with equal probability. For any block code 9ll of block length N and 
rate R define indicator function 

d(J:.l9B) > Di 

d(~l.'11) S Di 

for ,\!, E 'i&'N(i). Averaging t over output sequences yield 

1 

(22) 

(23) 

Next consider an ensemble of block code where code $ = {~l • ~,.,, ,~} is 
chosen according to probability distribution (16) and (17). Averaging (23) 
over this code ensemble yields 



s exp 

1 

N[o+e: log ; ] 

- (1 - _i_) 2 
Ne:2 

(24) 

where the inequality follows from the Lemma, Using the bound l'iJ'N(t)ls 2N 
we have that there exists a code 91i of block length N and rate R such that 

• , .... I- 4 N[o+e: log ~ ] I 
(1 - - ) 2 

Ne:2 
(25) 

Choosing N** to be any integer such that the bound is less than one then 
~(~I 911) .. 0 for all .ll, E ~N(i) , • 

This theorem together with our previous result shows that given any 
0 < o < 1, rate o < R < 1, and O < e: satisfying (7) for any composition 
class ~N(i) where N > max (N*, N**) we can find a block code, BIii, of 
block length N and rate R such that d(~I 911) = 0 for all ~ E ~N(i) if 

~!) S .#(Q*(l)) and d(~I 911) S Di for all ~ E ~N(i) if .#(;) > ~(Q*(l)) 

where Q* satisfies (8) and Di~ e: satisfies (17). It is natural to define .... 
the composite code 

N 
ale = u 811 1=0 

which has (N+1)2NR elements and rate 

R • R + log(N+l) 
e N 

For code ale we have 

d(~I ale> s D1 if ~ E ~ N(t) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 



where we take Di= 0 if 3f'(i/N) S 3t'(Q*(l)). We see that as N + 00 , Re+ R 
and thus by choosing N large enough we can make the rate of the composite 
code f1lc, arbitrarily close to R. 

Up to this point the results depend only on the source alphabet and 
are independent of the source statistics. The composite code ale satisfies 
(28) regardless of the actual source statistics. Suppose, however, our 
binary source is memoryless with probability Q(l) = q < 1/2 and Q(O) = 1-q, 
Then the rate distortion function for this source is R(D) = 3t'(q) - 3f'(D) 
for OS D Sq. How well does the composite code encode this source? The 
average distortion using the composite code is 

d(aJc> = L QN(!!,> d(~l aJc> 
le 

N 

= L L QN(w d(J;!.I :1Jc) 
i=O .Jt.E~(i) 

N 

SL L 
i=O :t,E~(i) 

N 

=L 
i=O 

N i N-i . 

(29) 

As N increases Ci) q (1-q) concentrates its mass around its mean nq. 
This is the equipartition property which says that as block length 
increases, almost all source sequences tend to have the same composition, 
Thus we have 

(30) 

where D satisfies (15) with i = nq; that is, 

R = R(D;q) + o 

= R(D) + O (31) 

The code rate for [BC then becomes 

R = R(D) + o + log (N+l) 
C N 

(32) 

Hence given an n > 0 we can find o small enough and N large enough so that 
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